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Increased Stress Levels in Caged Honeybee (Apis mellifera) (Hymenoptera: Apidae) Workers
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Abstract: Honeybees, Apis mellifera, usually live in large colonies consisting of thousands of individuals. Within the colony, workers interact with their social environment frequently. The large workforce, division of labour, and other features may promote the ecological success of honeybees. For decades, artificial mini colonies in cages within the laboratory have become the gold standard, especially in experiments related to toxicology, effects of pesticides and pathogens. Experiments using caged bees and full-sized colonies yielded contradictory results. Here, the effect of cage experiments on the stress level of individual bees is analysed. Two different stress response were targeted, the heat shock response and the mobilization of energetic resources. While no differences were found for varying group sizes of bees, very strong effects emerged by comparing caged workers with bees from natural colonies. Caged workers showed increased levels of hsp expression and reduced haemolymph titres for trehalose, the energy storage sugar. These results reveal that the lack of the social environment (e.g., lack of queen, lack of sufficient group size) induce stress in caged bees, which might act synergistically when bees are challenged by additional stressors (e.g., pesticides, pathogens) resulting in higher mortality than observed under field conditions.
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1. Introduction

Controlled laboratory experiments using caged workers of the honeybee (Apis mellifera) have become a gold standard in pathogen and pesticide research [1]. The effects of respective treatments on individuals can be tested under highly standardized conditions. Replicates can be performed easily due to the little space requirements for small hoarding cages. This also allows for the usage of incubators to keep abiotic factors like temperature and humidity at constant levels. Often, this kind of experiment is used for survival analysis upon the exposure to pathogens, pesticides, or other dietary supplements [1–3].

As honeybees usually live in large colonies consisting of several thousand individuals [4], hoarding cages within the laboratory might represent an unusual environment concerning the social context experienced by focal individuals. Cage experiments are often conducted using single or only a few individuals (10–30 worker bees) [3,5]. Although, there are recommendations for using 100 and even more workers, more than 75% of all studies use up to 40 workers and less than 10% use more than 100 workers [5].

As it is known that the social context influences a range of physiological traits in a range of species, and this might also be the case for caged workers. In Drosophila melanogaster, the density at which larvae are reared influences the levels of heat shock protein (HSP) expression, an indicator of stress, at the adult stage showing increased levels when larvae were kept at high densities [6]. However, Drosophila is a solitary species, so high-density conditions mark unnatural and artificial conditions.

In social insects, the natural condition is a high density of individuals with frequent social interactions, so the typical cage experiments mark unnatural and artificial conditions.
Social-context dependent changes in physiology and behaviour have been found in social insects, e.g., in the primitively social bumble bees (*Bombus* sp.), it was demonstrated that solitarily kept individuals down-regulate certain genes with immune function [7] resulting in a functionally reduced immune response [8], which can be tissue specific [9]. Ants kept in isolation suffer from reduced life spans due to increased activity levels and hence energy consumption [10].

Individuals that are exposed to certain abiotic or biotic stressors might react towards this by a stress response [11]. Usually, these reactions are the response towards external or internal stimuli recognized by the peripheral sensory system [11]. A major connection between sensory information processing and the response towards the stressor is the release of octopamine to the haemolymph [12], a biogenic amine that might act as a stress hormone [11]. This, in turn, might be responsible for the expression of genes or the activation of proteins in organs in the periphery, e.g., the fat body. In *Caenorhabditis elegans*, an octopamine regulated gene expression response has been shown to act under starvation [13]. Other responses that are known to occur are the expression of HSPs upon exposure to heat or cold [14], but also as a response towards detrimental chemicals [15]. HSPs are molecular chaperones that help proteins to re-fold after heat or cold-induced denaturation.

Limitation of nutrients with the extreme form being starvation will result in the mobilization of energy storage molecules [16,17]. In insects, energy is stored in the form of trehalose, a disaccharide consisting of two α-glucose units bound via a 1,1-glucoside bond, stored in the fat body [18]. Energetic stress can also be elicited by infections in bees; for example, the intracellular microsporidian parasite *Nosema* sp. can lead to drastic reductions in haemolymph sugar levels, especially trehalose [19,20].

The hypothesis that the social context in experimental cage designs might increase stress levels in honeybee workers was tested in this study. Typical hoarding cages are used with solitary or small groups of workers. In these workers, HSP expression and mobilization of trehalose are measured as indicators of two different final branches of stress. These measurements are compared to controls from a full-sized natural colony.

2. Results

2.1. Positive Control Treatments

The *hsp70AB* gene expression was significantly upregulated (GLMM, AIC\_null model = −96.1; AIC\_full model = −102.3; ANOVA, \( p = 0.004 \)) in the heat-treated honeybees (Figure 1) compared to control bees. Starved individuals showed a significantly lower free haemolymph glucose content (GLMM, AIC\_null model = 0.2; AIC\_full model = −3.5; ANOVA, \( p = 0.017 \)) (Figure 2a) and trehalose titre (GLMM, AIC\_null model = −42.3; AIC\_full model = −46.1; ANOVA, \( p = 0.016 \)), than control bees (Figure 2b) (details on null and full models: Table S1).

2.2. Caged Bees of Varying Group Sizes

Bees were kept in group sizes of 1; 10 and 30 bees in cages. Expression of *hsp70AB* did not differ between groups as the null model is not significantly different from the full model (GLMM, AIC\_null model = −128.7; AIC\_full model = −126.9; ANOVA, \( p = 0.70 \)). Similarly, the titres of glucose (GLMM, AIC\_null model = 65.3; AIC\_full model = 67.2; ANOVA, \( p = 0.74 \)) and trehalose (GLMM, AIC\_null model = −82.3; AIC\_full model = −80.4; ANOVA, \( p = 0.85 \)) showed no association with group size in caged bees (details on null and full models: Table S2). In all cases, the inclusion of the factor group size lowered the explanatory power of the model indicated by the higher AIC for the full models.

2.3. Caged Bees vs. Bees from Natural Colony

As there was no detectable association between group sizes and expression level of *hsp70AB* or haemolymph titres of glucose or trehalose in the caged bees, they were pooled to compare caged bees with bees from the natural colony environment.
Figure 1. Responses of heat stress markers within the positive control experiment. *Hsp70AB* gene expression is shown for a stressed (N = 30) and control bees (N = 10). The y-axis shows the linear predictor for the response variable derived from a GLMM controlling for pseudo-replication due to common cages.

Figure 2. Responses of starvation stress markers within the positive control experiment. Glucose haemolymph titre (a) and trehalose haemolymph titre (b) are shown for stressed (N = 30) and control bees (N = 10). The y-axis shows the linear predictor for the response variable derived from a GLMM controlling for pseudo-replication due to common cages.

The gene expression levels for *hsp70AB* differed significantly between caged and colony bees (GLMM, $AIC_{null\ model} = -212.0; AIC_{full\ model} = -218.1; ANOVA, p = 0.005$) with caged bees showing increased expression levels (Figure 3). The comparison between caged bees and those originating from the natural colony environment for their haemolymph trehalose titres revealed a highly significant difference (GLMM, $AIC_{null\ model} = -72.9; AIC_{full\ model} = -79.6; ANOVA, p = 0.003$) with caged bees showing decreased levels of trehalose (Figure 2). In both cases, the AIC is lower for the full model, indicating that there is a better fit for the model including the factor source. For the haemolymph glucose titres, no significant difference was detectable (GLMM, $AIC_{null\ model} = 80.4; AIC_{full\ model} = 81.6; ANOVA, p = 0.35$) (Figure 4, Table 1) (details on null and full models: Table S3).
Figure 3. Responses of heat stress marker for a comparison between all caged bees and bees originating from the natural colony environment. *Hsp70AB* gene expression is shown for caged (N = 42) and colony bees (N = 20) in the form of the linear predictor for the response variable derived from a GLMM controlling for pseudo-replication due to common cages and replicate trials.

Figure 4. Responses of stress markers for a comparison between all caged bees and bees originating from the natural colony environment. Glucose haemolymph titre (a) and trehalose haemolymph titre (b) are shown for caged (N = 128) and colony bees (N = 20) in the form of the linear predictor for the response variable derived from a GLMM controlling for pseudo-replication due to common cages and replicate trials.

3. Discussion

Two different marker systems have been used to study the effect of caging worker honeybees in the laboratory on their internal stress levels. Typical group sizes for cage experiments were used (1; 10; and 30 bees) and no differences between the group size treatments were observed. Caged bees were compared to bees originating from the natural colony environment and significant stress levels were observed for caged bees.
Table 1. Overview for comparisons of positive controls (upper half) and cage vs. colony (lower half) for hsp70AB expression, glucose, and trehalose titres. Descriptive statistics for every group and statistical results for comparisons between test groups are presented. Mean—the arithmetic average, s.d. = standard deviation, N = sample size; t-test—refers to the p-value of Welch’s t-test (more details see Table S4); r—correlation coefficient derived from Cohen’s d; sign.—significance level for the effect size of difference in the means based on the size of r (n.s. < 0.1; * < 0.25; *** < 0.5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>hsp70AB</th>
<th>Glucose</th>
<th>Trehalose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>heat</td>
<td>control</td>
<td>starvation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s.d.</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-test</td>
<td>$8.8 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$2.2 \times 10^{-16}$</td>
<td>$1.3 \times 10^{-12}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen’s d</td>
<td>16.79</td>
<td>11.27</td>
<td>12.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sign.</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cage</td>
<td>colony</td>
<td>cage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s.d.</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-test</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen’s d</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>1.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sign.</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Discussion

Two different marker systems have been used to study the effect of caging worker honeybees in the laboratory on their internal stress levels. Typical group sizes for cage experiments were used (1; 10; and 30 bees) and no differences between the group size treatments were observed. Caged bees were compared to bees originating from the natural colony environment and significant stress levels were observed for caged bees indicated by reduced levels of the storage carbohydrate trehalose and increased levels of heat shock protein expression.

Social context is an important factor in biological systems. Conspecific individuals provide valuable information about the environment, but may also appear as competitors for resources. In social insects, the social environment provides information to individuals reacting to it upon reception. The most important individual within a colony is the queen, the only reproductive individual [21]. Workers perceive the information about the presence of the queen via pheromones and immediately react, if this signal is lost, by starting to rear a replacement queen [22]. However, not only the queens’ presence or absence might modulate worker behaviour. Other workers within the colony have a modulatory influence on each other. Older workers have been shown to produce a pheromone (ethyl oleate) that might influence the behavioural maturation of younger workers [23]. Under the influence of this pheromone young workers mature slowly and initiate foraging flights at a higher age than without this pheromone. Social context might also modulate prophylactic up-regulation of the immune system in workers [7,9].

The complete lack of social context might have drastic effects on individuals that are adapted to live within a social environment with frequent social interactions. Obligate social insects seem to be extremely adapted to social environments, as the removal of such drastically reduces survival. This has been shown recently in ants of the species...
Camponotus fellah. Socially isolated individuals faced higher mortality that might be induced by a disproportional intake and expenditure of energy resources [10]. Isolated ants showed increased activity patterns, although their intake of food was similar to ants kept in groups.

The depletion of energy resources was also observed in the experiment presented here. In caged bees, access to food was ensured and their haemolymph titres for free glucose did not differ from bees of the colony, suggesting that their food intake rate is similar. However, caged bees show reduced storage of carbohydrates in the form of trehalose, indicating that they have a higher energy expenditure than bees in a natural environment. This is like earlier observations that bees maintain glucose levels in the haemolymph at the expense of trehalose levels [24].

Increased stress in caged bees was revealed in a study by Alburaki et al. [25]. Caged bees show disruption in gene expression, especially for antioxidant genes.

The natural colony environment does not only consist of conspecific individuals that provide (mostly) chemical signals, but also wax comb and stored food products (nectar and pollen), influencing workers. However, in laboratory cage experiments, all these influences are usually avoided to manipulate bees under controlled conditions [1]. This may lead to disturbances in the perception of the environmental variables that influence the typical behaviour and physiology under natural conditions. Hence, the exclusion of typical stimuli might induce the neuronal regulated release of stress hormones, the most important one in insects being the biogenic amine octopamine [12]. Once this has been released into the haemolymph, it might activate long-term changes in peripheral organs and tissues [11]. In the present experiments, it has been shown that at least two different stress responses can be activated upon the loss of the natural environment, the depletion of stored energy resources and the activation of heat shock proteins ensuring protein integrity. These two different final branches of a stress response [11] signal a severe interference with the individual and group homeostasis in laboratory cage experiments.

However, the effects of the activation of these stress responses are not that strong compared to the positive controls (heat treatment, starvation), but still significant and detectable. The importance of such activation of stress responses might be seen in the light of typical experiments conducted using caged honeybee workers. During the past years, cage experiments using small experimental groups have become established in research on toxicological effects of different environmental chemicals bees are exposed to [1,5]. Especially in research on the effect of pesticides, cage experiments are used to determine effects on individual bees.

The study of the effects of pathogens on survival and general performance of bees is most often also conducted using caged workers. Under these circumstances, it becomes a crucial factor that the bees being tested are not impaired by other factors. If the effect of chemicals or pathogens on individual bees is tested, but they are already experiencing increased stress due to the lack of the natural environment, then the effects of the tested substances or pathogens might be tested on already weakened individuals. The prevailing increased stress levels might then act synergistically with the additional factors the bees are exposed to, eventually leading to increased mortality. This might be an explanation for an observed discrepancy in the results obtained using caged bee workers and those originating from the natural colony environment.

Strong interactive effects have been described for pesticides (fipronil and thiacloprid) used on bees previously infected by a microsporidian pathogen, Nosema ceranae [26]. This interaction effect has been claimed to increase the mortality of bees drastically. However, using the same experimental setup under in vivo conditions within the natural colony environment, Retschnig et al. [27] did not find any significant interaction effects. Furthermore, the effects induced by the pesticide, or the pathogen alone were much weaker than demonstrated before using caged bees [27]. Similar contradictory results have been found for the neonicotinoid pesticide thiamethoxam with deleterious effects at trace levels in
laboratory trials, while field-based colonies near treated fields do not show any reduction in productivity [28].

The additional stress in caged bees, due to the lack of the natural environment, might potentiate the effects caused by additional stressors producing strong interactive effects that under natural conditions are simply not present. Hence, cage experiments need to be performed very cautiously and should be verified under natural, but at least under semi-natural conditions, to exclude any synergistically acting additional stressful components that might bias results. Cage experiments might be improved by including a piece of comb, brood and/or queen pheromones [29,30]. The use of larger group sizes might also be recommended, and new cage designs have been developed recently [31].

Clearly, the experiment has some shortcomings. Experiments on group size effects might need to be performed using experimental groups much larger than the maximum group size of 30 that was used here. However, in many laboratory studies, still sample sizes in the range of 10–30 bees are used [3,5]. Comparisons of cage experiments and natural colony environments need to address which components of the colony environment are influencing stress levels when missing (e.g., presence of comb, presence of the queen), which was not addressed in the present study.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Control and Treatment Groups

All worker bees were sampled from a colony of *Apis mellifera carnica* maintained at the apiary of the Martin-Luther-University Halle-Wittenberg, Germany, in autumn 2013. The bees that were used were winter bees, which are the bees reared in autumn to stay and survive the whole period of winter, and all of them are of the same physiological status. Bees of unknown age were collected from the frames and randomly distributed among hoarding cages to ensure mixed-age cohorts, which were set up either with a single worker (N = 10), or groups of 10 (N = 3) or 30 (N = 3) workers. The whole set-up was replicated twice. An overview of the samples, sample size and replicates is found in Table S5. The cages were made of stainless steel (9.5 cm × 8.5 cm × 5.5 cm for 1 and 10 bees and 14.5 cm × 12 cm × 5 cm for 30 bees) with ventilation holes in the back and on the sides, a removeable, acrylic front cover and a top hole for insertion of a 12 mL tube with sugar water. They were autoclaved before the start of the experiment. The bees used for the group colony were sampled in the same way as described above. Food in the form of sugar candy and water were provided ad libitum. Workers were exposed to this treatment for 7 days and, at the end, were immediately shock frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 °C until further processing.

4.2. Positive Control Treatments

Positive controls serve as test systems to ensure that the marker will react as expected towards certain stress that bees were exposed to. To test HSP expression, bees were exposed to heat and compared to controls kept under standard laboratory conditions. Bees of each group were kept in groups of 10 workers in hoarding cages as described above. Three replicates of the heat treatment were performed. Bees of the heat treatment group were exposed to 40 °C for 2 h in an incubator, while the control bees were kept at 34 °C. Afterwards, the treatment samples were immediately freeze killed using liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 °C until further processing.

Positive controls for energy mobilization, to be measured as the amount of free glucose and trehalose levels in the haemolymph, were set up with workers starving to recruit stored energy resources. Workers were kept in groups of ten individuals in hoarding cages and fed ad libitum with water and sugar candy. In starvation groups, sugar candy was removed for 4 h. Three replicates were performed. At the end of the experiment, bees were freeze killed and stored at −20 °C until further processing.
4.3. Hemolymph Collection

To study the impacts of stress-mediated changes in the energetic balance of honeybee metabolism, the contents of free glucose and trehalose in haemolymph were determined. We utilized all solitary workers, all individuals out of the 10 bee groups and 10 randomly chosen individuals out of the 30 bee groups (Table S5). Haemolymph was extracted by separating the heads from the thorax of frozen individuals. A gentle stick into the thorax cross-section facilitated the collection of a droplet of haemolymph that was absorbed by using 1 µL microcapillaries (Sigma-Aldrich, Schnelldorf, Germany). A slight lateral pressure on the thorax facilitated the leakage of haemolymph. The collected haemolymph was diluted 1:5 with sodium-cacodylate buffer (10 mM Na-cacodylate, 5 mM NaCl2, adjusted to pH 6.5) to avoid melanisation and stored at −80 °C until further usage.

4.4. Glucose/Trehalose Assay

Levels of haemolymph glucose and trehalose were assessed using the trehalose assay kit (Megazyme International, Wicklow, Ireland). The kit quantifies the content of free D-glucose by its conversion to gluconate-6-phosphate and NADPH by hexokinase + glucose-6-phosphatase. The absorbance of NADPH is determined at 340 nm in a microplate reader (Synergy MX, BioTek, Bad Friedrichshall, Germany) and is stoichiometric with the amount of D-glucose. To quantify the amount of trehalose, this disaccharide must be broken down by the addition of the enzyme trehalase, resulting in two glucose molecules. The resulting total D-glucose will then be determined as described above. The general procedure follows essentially the guideline given in the COLOSS Bee Book [32].

The haemolymph concentration needed for optimal determination of glucose/trehalose levels was determined using a dilution series and a comparison to single point standards for glucose (2 µg) and trehalose (1 µg). Samples were processed using a final dilution of 1:20 of the haemolymph/sodium cacodylate buffer solution (equals 1:120 dilution of pure haemolymph). Assays were performed by following the instructions of the manufacturer for the microplate assay procedure. Assay duration was modified by prolonging the first measurement to 15 min (D-glucose step) and the second measurement to 30 min (trehalose step). Samples were measured in duplicates, and blanks and standards were repeated on each microplate.

4.5. RNA Extraction, cDNA Synthesis and qRT-PCR

Samples chosen for RNA extraction and analysis of heat shock gene expression consisted of three individuals of each treatment, solitary, 10 bee, and 30 bee groups for both replicates (N = 42). Total RNA was extracted from the abdomen of experimental worker bees using an organic solvent extraction method based on Trizol reagent (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) [33] and finally dissolved in 20 µL DEPC-water (0.1% v/v DEPC). The quality and quantity of the extracted RNA were determined using a spectrophotometer (Nanodrop 1000, peqlab, Erlangen, Germany). cDNA was synthesized using 1 µg total RNA, 80 U M-MLV Reverse Transcriptase (Promega, Mannheim, Germany) and 0.8 µg Oligo (dT)15 Primer (Promega, Mannheim, Germany). cDNA was purified using SureClean Plus (Bioline, Luckenwalde, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The purified cDNA was re-dissolved in 20 µL DEPC-water (0.1% v/v DEPC). The quality and quantity of cDNA samples were determined using Nanodrop 1000 (peqlab, Erlangen, Germany).

To detect gene expression differences, three house-keeping genes (HKG), RPS5, rp49, and GAPDH, and one target gene out of the group of HSP was chosen, hsp70AB. cDNA was used at a concentration of 10 ng/µL for subsequent amplification using qRT-PCR. Each reaction contained: 1 µL cDNA, 5 µL SensiMixPlus SYBR & Fluorescein Kit (Bioline, Luckenwalde, Germany), 0.3 mM of each gene-specific primer and 3.4 µL DEPC-H2O (0.1% v/v DEPC). The thermal profile consisted of 1 cycle at 95 °C for 10 min, followed by 39 cycles at 95 °C for 15 sec (denaturation), 57 °C for 30 s (primer annealing) and 72 °C for 30 s (elongation) using a CFX ConnectTM Real-Time PCR Detection System (Bio-Rad, Munich, Germany). To verify the specificity of PCR amplifications, subsequent melting
curve analyses were done reading the fluorescence units between 55 °C and 98 °C at 1 °C intervals. All amplifications showed only one peak during melting curve analysis, indicating a high specificity of the primers used for amplification of target genes. All samples showing differences higher than 0.5 C_t-values between replicates were run in another round of qRT-PCR using the same cDNA with another two replicate reactions.

4.6. Normalization of Gene Expression

To standardize gene expression measurements, several HKG were tested, which are expected to be not regulated by treatment conditions. Here, three HKG were used, RPS5, rp49, and GAPDH, which are potentially suitable as HKG in *Apis mellifera* [34]. Therefore, the cDNA of five randomly chosen samples (10 ng/µL) was used. Following the protocol of Buttstedt et al. [35], reactions were set up and run as described before. All samples with C_t-value differences higher than 0.5 between duplicates were repeated as described for the target gene (see above).

4.7. Statistical Data Analysis

Data on the glucose/trehalose assay were analysed using the Megazyme Mega-CalcTM software (Excel Add-in, https://www.megazyme.com/filesearch/?sSearch=trehalose&group=calc, accessed on 18 July 2022).

For evaluating the expression data for the house-keeping genes, Normfinder [36] was used on the pooled data set. This analysis revealed RPS5 and rp49 as being the most stable reference genes across treatments, and hence these two genes were further used for individual samples of the control and test treatments. Relative expression levels of *hsp70AB* were calculated using the ΔC_t method [37] accounting for the differences in PCR efficiencies [38]. PCR efficiency was calculated using LinReg [39].

*hsp70AB* gene expression levels, glucose, and trehalose titres of haemolymph of caged honeybee workers of groups consisting of 1; 10 or 30 workers were analysed using GLMMs. For this, the *glmer* function of the *lme4* package was used with a family of distribution = Normal and the logit link function. For the positive control experiment, the treatment (stressor vs. control) was used as a fixed factor and cage as a random factor. For the experiment using varying group sizes, the group size was used as a fixed factor, and trial and cage were used as random factors to account for pseudo-replication. In the comparison of caged bees vs. bees from the natural colony environment, the source of bees was used as a fixed factor, while cage and trial were entered as random factors. A null model was used, including random factors only, and compared to the full model using an ANOVA for model comparison. Additionally, the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) was used to determine which model best fits the data in case of a difference between null and full model. The distribution of the data was checked visually using QQ-plots for various distributions and fitted to the most promising distributions from visual inspections. Log-likelihood values from distribution fitting were used to determine the most likely distribution for the data. All analyses were carried out using R 3.2.2 [40] using the latest versions of the packages *lme4* [41], *MASS* [42] and *multcomp* [43] and their respective dependencies.

Positive controls and comparisons between bees in cages and bees from the colony each comprise two groups only and were additionally compared using Welch’s *t*-test. As the *p*-value from this comparison is hardly comparable between treatments due to differences in sample sizes, the effect size for the difference in the means in terms of Cohen’s *d* [44] was calculated, which is dimensionless, ranging from 0 to infinity. Cohen’s *d* was subsequently used to calculate a correlation coefficient *r*, because it is easier to interpret, as it ranges from 0 to 1. This translates into a small effect at 0.1 < *r* < 0.25 and a huge effect at 1 > *r* > 0.33 [44].

**Supplementary Materials:** The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/stresses2040026/s1, Table S1. GLMM null and full model for positive controls, Table S2. GLMM null and full model for cages with varying group size, Table S3. GLMM null and full model for cage vs. colony, Table S4. Welch *t*-test for positive controls and cage vs. colony, Table S5. Samples and sample sizes for different experiments.
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